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About This Game
Welcome to the gritty reality of Deathdays End, where every adult in the world has mysteriously dropped dead. The shadow of a
woman on TV claims responsibility and before they know it every teen, child and baby is forced into a global phenomenon
known as the Death Game. Learn more as the story progresses and play through the perspective of several different protagonists
around the world, helping them survive a game of violence, death and betrayal.

Deathdays End contains a whopping cast of 11 youths with over half controllable in this volume alone. Each of them have their
own distinct quirks and methods to survive the ordeal thrust upon them. Will morality win over? Or does survival of the fittest
trump all.
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Nothing special about this one. Before the adults died, Arryn lived a quiet life with his mother and adopted sister, Marie.
Technically speaking, he is the main character of this game and serves as an introduction to the world, however let's be realistic
for a moment. Can a completely ordinary 17 year old boy with no talent whatsoever really survive such a messed up world?
Does this face really look like that of a seasoned warrior?

Dorothy's legal institution is a school specially made for young criminals. With ferocious punishments including physical abuse
dealt by teachers on whims, Rex is someone that already has the necessary qualities needed to tough it out in the new world. The
question is, why doesn't he have a last n - I mean how far will he go in his quest for survival?
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Fair warning: He's a self-proclaimed psychopath.

Appearances may be deceiving, but this guy's a genius through and through. Born into money and perfect grades, you'd think
Marcus had it all. Of course, nobody can be that perfect and beyond his innocent smile is a world of pain before the
international tragedy even begins. Having a rocky relationship with his parents and now having to look after his sweet but frail
younger sister alone, Marcus Levesque will need to use all his wits and intellect for them to have a chance at coming out alive.

Featuring:

Three thrilling episodes combined into one action-packed volume
A colourful cast of 11 over-the-top survivors
Beautifully drawn CG images
Calendar-based UI to increase tensions as a certain deadline draws near
Unlockable medals depending on choices made in-game
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Title: Deathdays End
Genre: Adventure, Indie
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Anonymous Games
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Anonymous Games
Release Date: 26 Dec, 2018
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EDIT: The price has been lowered to a more understandable £5.99 and I would now recommend it.
Fun side-scroller arcade game, you can probably tell by the screenshots and the videos what the gameplay is like.
You have ships which can be upgraded with more guns, shields etc.
I got it in a humble bundle but it's not worth the £10 asking price IMO.
PS: I'ts really cool if the devs to listen to the reviews!. Car go fast, you go zoom, restart when you crash 3 times. Not much else
to say. It's a good time killer and a fun challenge if you like these kinds of games.. You know whyXD. NOTE: THIS IS NOT A
DIRECT ADD-ON TO THE GAME, IT'S ONLY THE SOUNDTRACK.
It's pretty damn good though, just kinda disappointed it's not selectable in-game. That being said the album is alot more chill and
relaxing than the main game. It's a great album to cool down. It's got some intense moments but most of the album is a lot more
chill. A few of the songs sound like chiptunes and FM synthesis and I'm sucker for both. All in all, it's a great album to listen to,
you just can't select in-game unfortunately.. Wana be Silent Hill that falls short in every single way possible. Story is ... well i
dont know im sure there is a story but i just could not get into it. Controls are awkward and stiff. Fighting off zombies consists
of running around bumping into walls and then shooting, well that is if you can find the gun and figure how what the hell you
are supposed to do. Just another trash cheap game that should be put to sleep.

Just saw there is a gold edition, seriously? ♥♥♥♥ right off with that b.u.l.l.s.h.i.t.. I bought this game a while back, looking for
something to play before going to bed to help relax my mind after a long day of work (or on days off, playing other games that
get me all energized), and it's really good for that. It's also fun as a puzzle game, but if you're looking for something to keep you
preoccupied for longer amounts of time, this is not it. It is, however, absolutely amazing in bite-sized chunks and can be very
very relaxing. Some of the later levels are very challenging though, so they might be less relaxing than the earlier ones.. My
childhood game <3, its super fun <3 <3 <3
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I've always wanted an indie fighting game like this, but as of version 2.07, IGB stands in the middle ground between decent and
underwhelming.
The game has almost everything the basic Smash clone should have; customizable rules, compatibility for 4+ players, AI to play
against, and plenty of stages and characters. There is no proper singleplayer mode yet, but at least the game itself can still be
played solo.
I'm no expert at Smash, so I can't judge the gameplay much. I can say that the controls for the game are a bit wonky, especially
with jumping; there is currently no option for you to flick the analong stick up to jump, instead you have to press a certain
button for it. Additionally, you can hold the jump button to achieve distances much higher than should be possible, it feels like
my character can fly at times...
My first gripe with the game is that there are so many "blank" or "grayed out" spots where finished characters/stages/features
will eventually be. This makes certain menus, such as the character and stage selects, much more frustrating to navigate than
they should be, as you have to spot out the character/stage you want over the sea of unplayable spots. Currently there's not much
of an indication that something's not playable until you reach the select screens, so you could come in wanting to play a certain
character (Hank for example) and be dissapointed to see that he's grayed out and unable to be selected. I hope the developers
address this issue in version 2.1, by at least taking out the completely blank character/stage slots in the menu.
Secondly, I feel that there's a lack of familiarity and name power as of this version. Of all the 29 playable characters currently in
the game, I can only truly recognize 8 of them. The entire first row of the character select screen is dedicated to first-party
characters made by Blob Games Studio, so people who haven't played their other games are going to be very unfamilar with a
huge chunk of the cast. This problem will be addressed in future versions of the game, as many more memorable characters
(Brad, OFF Batter, Bullet Kin, SCP-049, Fancy Pants, etc.) have been announced as upcoming fighters.
I think my last true problem with IGB is the sound design... or lack of. I have yet to fully experiment with all of the game's
sounds, but I'm positive that some audio bits that should be in the game are missing at this time. Some characters I have played,
such as Dust, do not seem to have voices yet, and a couple of them, such as Zee Tee, do not even have a jump sound currently.
As this is an Early Access game, I'm expecting that proper sounds will be coming in the near future.
TLDR: The game at this state is quite playable, but its weird controls, missing aspects (characters, stages, sounds) and
underepresentation of indie gaming diminishes its potential. I have faith in the developers that my problems with the game can
be solved in the (hopefully) near future, so I wish them all the best of luck.. It's a challenging platformer that has an old vibe to
it. Would recommend this game if the creators didn't abandon this project. A bit cleaning up and it could be a good looking
retro-ish platformer. But for the price and aesthetics, I wouldn't buy this game unless if it was on sale.. What Ether Vapor is
missing - power ups and upgrades - does exist in Satazius, and its this game's main advantage for shump fan. Graphic is way
behind, but the gameplay makes up for it. Featuring the same element, both, bullet hell, and makes shumps real fun. Also the
OST is kind of lackluster in my opinion - Ether Vapor's much much better with its ambivalent sound and gives the real feeling
of Japanese game (which I prefer for this genre).
You select main and sub weapons before the stage starts, during the progress you'll find up powerups and upgrades for the
weapons. The more you collect, the better. The ship you control is one hit dead if you touch any obstacle or enemies' bullets,
although you can find rather common shield kit to give you one chance to survive.
Boss battles are real hell especially in latter stages. You might find yourself dying alot - and using continues alot - during the
process. We have plenty of continues (9) but don't get satisfied as the deeper you go, the harder the game is.
Controller support is quite good and that's what I expect to have here. Both Dinput and Xinput are supported so there's no need
to worry. And yes, game is better with gamepad than keyboard.
Overall I'm quite satisfied with the game. Recommended.. Obliteracers (Formerly known as Space Dust Racers) is a super
unique start to 2016 game development. It features local and online party play, not splitscreen, but the camera expanding to
support everyone. It brings back the nostalgic mario-kart feelings to 2016, and multiplies the fun by 4x, quite literally. Even
more interesting (the first game I've seen to do this), you can hook up extra controllers, laptops and smartphones\/tablets to get
the whole family involved.
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Obliteracers also uses local area network forwarding, which means the smartphone control goes straight to your modem and
straight back to your PC. However, the smartphone\/tablet controls I feel are a little dodgy and need to be changed to a more
simple, 1 joystick style instead of this smart accelerator stuff they've got going at the moment.
If you have no friends or your family is deciding to anti-social, the AI is there and good to go. The AI isn't dumb, but sure as
hell be a lot better. They tend to not use the power-ups very effectively and make some decisions that isn't exactly clever.
The UI is perfect, it is 100% compatible with controllers so you can hook your laptop up to the TV and be all good to go!
However, I feel the kart number system is a little confusing at times and lets just say the 16-player online gets really confusing,
fun and absolutely MENTAL when you join a full match.
To summarise (and some other stuff I'm too lazy to say):
Pros:
Unique controller system
Insane 16 player party gaming fun
Seamless UI
Variety of maps
Tons of gamemodes
That awesome Unreal Engine 4 feel
Awesome online multiplayer
No splitscreen, just a single screen for everyone!
Humorous and quick music (I know, it sounds weird but it is)
Cons:
Few servers hosted, said servers not often full
Slightly repetitive career mode
Not as many power-ups as I would like
8\/10 from me, great buy :)

. Ce jeu est vraiment une petite perle!
Les graphismes faits à la main sont juste géniaux (les effets et animations aussi !!), le gameplay un peu simple mais c’est
compensé par toute cette variété de niveaux tous plus tarés les uns que les autres! En fait ils ont été faits par des joueurs et yen a
qui se sont fait plaisir ca se voit ! du coup ya du challenge mais c’est jamais trop dur la difficulté est bien dosée. ya meme des
combats de boss tous différents aussi ! c’est pour ca que j’aime bien ce jeu c’est jamais pareil vous allez être tout le temps
surpris ! franchement achetez le ca vaut le coup !

ASYLUM: Potpourri of News and Goodies!:
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Salutations to our wonderful Steam community!
It’s been an exceptionally busy month for ASYLUM and it’s not over yet. Things are progressing fast and we’re happy to report
that we’re just about to wrap up a big playable chunk of the game — in near final form, truly polished and ready for public
consumption. Exciting times ahead, and the momentum on Steam keeps getting better! We’re now nearing 14.000 wishlists,
mere days after we reached 10.000. Wow, just wow!

EVERY DETAIL COUNTS. ASYLUM: News, videos and milestones!:
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Greetings, dear followers! We trust you're enjoying your weekend. There was a huge deal of positive reactions to our latest
progress update —especially that glimpse of our dialogue system— so we decided to share more:
https://youtu.be/QhzGV36uLWI
That's right, this is exactly what happens when you enter the foreboding Hanwell Mental Institute! It's finally possible to
complete a first big chunk of the game, conversations included, which is a big milestone for us. While we haven't recorded
voice overs yet, this should give you a good idea of what it feels like interacting with denizens of the asylum.
And since we're here, let us show you a glimpse from one of the most menacing rooms in the game:
https://youtu.be/qGDCnCEPN5o
This screams ATMOSPHERE, right? You'll be screaming too, trust us. We hope you like it, because we're doing this game with
much love.
And speaking of love:
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THANK YOU for pushing us over 10.000 wishlists! (actually over 11.000 as of this writing). ASYLUM is enjoying a great
momentum and development is progressing fast.
We hope to be sharing more news with you soon. In the meantime, thank you so much for your patience and support as we
conclude this monstrous adventure game!
—The Senscape Team. ASYLUM Smorgasbord of blood-curdling news!:

Greetings from a twisted plane in the further regions of experience! Wow, that last update was quite well received. It’s safe to
say it was our most popular post ever. There’s no chance we can live up to that… but we can always try!
There’s a great deal of stuff I’m going to discuss today, so expect a rather neurotic writeup. But let’s start with the major bit of
news this week…

WE HAVE A GAME!. ASYLUM: Big Milestone Achieved!:
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Phew, following a couple of very intensive weeks, we're happy to announce that we have a playable and fully featured demo of
ASYLUM working great with top-notch performance and minimal loading times! It's a huge milestone after all this time!
This is an internal demo that we're sharing with Kickstarter backers, and so far initial reactions have been hugely positive:
players are in love with the atmosphere and agree that, even after this short glimpse, "what we can expect was worth the wait"
and they are "very excited to delve deeper into the dark, decaying corners of ASYLUM!".
Did we say short? Yes, it's only a fraction of the final game, yet backers reported playing 60 minutes, as much as 90! This
means our estimation of 10-12 hours for the final game is either spot on or quite conservative. Fans will also be happy to hear
that performance is solid even on older computers, and we still have more optimizations to do!
All in all, the outlook is very positive as we now work towards beta status and get ready to suggest a release date. We just ask
you a bit more patience, but rest assured: ASYLUM is happening!

EYE CANDY. ASYLUM: Progress update!:
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Things are looking up with the development of our colossal horror adventure! We’re happy to report ASYLUM is nearly feature
complete and we did a little video to show you:
https://youtu.be/9m9zIbjGh9Q
"Feature complete" is a crucial milestone meaning all the systems intervening in the game (exploration, inventory, dialogues,
menu, etc.) are ready. A quick lowdown of the stuff we did and improved since our latest gameplay video include:

Revised cursors and hotspots. The hands are smaller and detecting spots is now ultra smooth and sexy. No more
annoying red outline (we listened to you).
Incredibly awesome menu system and very die... diaie... diegait... DIEGETIC. Wait till you see how our achievements
work — completing them will be super fun for Steam users!
We’re finally able to have a proper conversation with the denizens of the asylum. And it looks good! And feels good!
Our context-based dialogue system is unlike anything you have experienced in adventure games.
3D inventory and journal, including 3D pencil. So immersive, so fancy. Much 3D.
Too many visual effects and tweaks to mention here.
Surely many other things we’re forgetting. And obviously a huge deal of playable content!
Talk to the hand... err, about the hand
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